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ABSTRACT

We report cherged particle exclusive data for high multiplicity U on U
events. Our analyses are bssed on eoapsrlson with Cugnon's Intrsmiclear
csscsda model, and the explosion-evaporation simulation of Fal and Randrup.
Tha aslauthal structure of tha observed event* shows evidence of collective
flow. The widely used flow angle methodology proves to be relatively
insensitive to collective effect* under the condition* of the present
experiment. An Isotropic pattern of ajectlle emission la not reached at
maximum multiplicity.

The dynamics of nuclear matter under conditions of high dsnsity and

temperature Is a topic of far-reaching Importance, with relevsncs to fields

ranging from Astrophysics to Quantum Chromodynaalcs. Since the edveut of

the LBL Bevalae in 1974, many models of nudeusimcleus collisions et

relativlatle energlce heve been compared with experiment; dlverae approaches

based on thermodynamics, hydrodynamics or intranuclear caacedes have been

found to be elmoat equally consistent with the available particle inclusive

data. Kowavar, Inclusive parameters tend to be dominated by properties of

the phase epaee, with a relatively wtak sensitivity to dstells of the

collision dynamics. Charged particle exclusive data are not smesred by

lapset parameter and reaction plane averaging, and aa demonstrated by recent

results for H0Ar and " K b projectiles et the Bevalse streamer chamber *2 and

Plastic Ball , offer renewed hope of unambiguously distinguishing between

existing model*, with hesvlsr projsctllss, we expect any cooperative

behavior to become lneresslngly prominent, due to rsductlons In surface

effects and finite multiplicity distortion. Thus, psrticle exclusive dels

for the heaviest system* st ths highest multiplicities offer the ultimate

teet for any model.

la these proceeding*, we report result* of ths first relttivlstlc
uranium on uranium experUast with a •* a e u e u r . The aaxUvm uranium
boabardlng energy of tha Bevalac was used) ths estimated Incident energy at
tha target wa* 0.90 A C*V. Tha streamer cheaber configuration, triggering
method and particle Identification criteria war* a* previously described, '
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except that the. target, of thickneaa 0.5 am, waa placed Immediately In front

of tha beam entrance window of the chamber. Thla prevented the atrongly
S2+

Ionising IT* projectile from entering tha aenaltlve volume, and provided a

greater mean length of aecondary tracks - thla aide In maintaining high

Multiple track efficiency In the prcaence of vary high multlpllcltlea. He

cirr/javant the acceptance loaa aaaodatad with thla target location by

relying on projectile-target ayaaetry, i.e., wa confine our analyala to

tracks with center of aaaa rapidity ycn >0. The overall detection

efficiency la eatlmated to be better than 85% for charged partlclea In thla

region* While thla value la lower than for lighter beaaa (such aa Ar) at

alallar energy, the additional loaaaa for 0 on U are wall understood, and

can be accurately simulated.

Central collision trlggera have been found to preferentially select

events with large transverse momentum and ao our analysis la confined to

eventa triggered in the alnlmua biaa node; we enhance the fraction of saall

Impact parameter collisions by selecting evanta with high aultlpliclty. The

fully measured U on U staple contains 41 events, each with >120 observed

charged partlclea. Thla corresponds to the uppemoat ~12Z of the Inelastic

Multiplicity spcctrua. In coaparisona with models, wa aelect thla aaae

percentage of the multiplicity spectrua.

Previous investigations • of nucleus-nucleus collisions have focuaed

attention on the theraallzatlon ratio R - 2E|pJ/ftE|p1| where the

longitudinal aoaenta p( arc evaluated In the center of aaas (ca) fraae, and

the suas extend over the observed partlclea in an event. <R> la a aeasure

of nucittr stopping power, and Is of laportance in estimating the energy

density attained in the collision; iaotroplc emission of the reaction

products yields <R>>1. Figure I shows R for each U on U event In the

present sample, plotted aa a function of the observed multiplicity of

charged particles. Only tracka In tha forward ca healaphere contribute to R

and to the plotted aultlpliclty. To siapllfy model comparisons, the momenta

of singly charged composites are weighted by I/A, thus giving the protons

In deuterons and trltons the same weight aa unbound protons. Tha lower

solid line in Figure 1 shows <K> for Cugnon's intranuclear cascade

simulation , suitably filtered to simulate atreaaer chamber Inefficiencies.

The upper solid line In Figure 1 shows the cascade prediction with

non-collldlng nucleons removed.
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Figure 1 lndicatea that even et maximum multiplicity, complete nuclear

stopping «R>~1) does not occur. The known streamer chamber inefficiencies

can be neglected In interpreting the valuea of R reached et aaxioun

multiplicity. Moreover, the removal of caacade spectator nucleons has such

a saall effect that the observed tranaparency at maximum aultlpliclty can

hardly be attributed entirely to nuclear matter outside the geometrical

overlap region.

Table I Hats <R> valuea for U on U In two multiplicity bine, and for

comparison, data for 1.2 A GeV Ar on KC1 (350 eventa) la also shown. The Ar

on KC1 sample corresponds to the uppermost 12Z of the inelastic aultlpliclty

spectrum, ss is the caae for the U on U eventa. For each set of events, the

multiplicity binning waa ehoaen ao that the aample waa divided equally

between the two blna. A noteworthy feature la the observed <R> for U on U

In the upper multiplicity Interval; thla value la unexpectedly low, aa

Judged either from comparison with the caacade simulation, or from the

inaignlfleant lncreaae in <R> going froa Ar to I). One possible reeson for

this effect Is the deformed shape of uranium nuclei - deformations can

decreaae the average number of participant nucleons near zero Impact

parameter. However, preliminary simulations using a modified version of

Cugnon's csscade code Incorporating apheroldal nuclear ahapea suggest that

the uranium deformation la not large enough to explain the ebserved effect

within the framework of the ceecade model. Further meaauremeata are in

progress to allow this question to be studied with better eta.Mstlcs.

0.9 A GeV U on U

low mult high mult

Experiment O.56iO.O2 0.6110.03

Caacade 0.58 0.69

1.2 A GeV Ar on KC1

low mult high mult

0.51*0.01 0.5910.01

0.52 0.59

Table I: Valuea of <R> In two multiplicity intervals (see text).

The most commonly auggeated " and employed prescription for a more

detailed shape analyaia of *n data la baaed on the general sphericity matrix

S constructed from ca momentum coaponenta P̂ i S^. - Z wP^P. ; i,J -1,2,3

where the sum extends over the observed partlclea In an event, and retaining

the weighting uaed above, we eat w - I/A for singly charged composites.

The algenvaluaa, fa, of S define an ellipsoid, with radii /fQ. We follow
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the convention f. > f, > f > 0 , and use 9j and, j , and use 9j and tj to denote the polar and
atlmuthal angles, relative to the beat* axis, of the eigenvector
corresponding to f.. A peak away froa •,•0 In the distribution of flow

11 13
angles, dM/dcos6,, 1* considered to be a signature of collective flcv, *
I.e., It signifies a sidewards deflection of the momentum flux in excess of
the random deflection attributable to finite Multiplicity.

Figure 2(a) shows the observed flow angle distribution for U on U.
Figure 2(b) shows the saee distribution for events generated by Cugnon's
cascade code. The experimental results, as presented in Figure 2, indicate
a collective flow signature that is not substantially greater than the
cascade model prediction, and are also consistent with cero flow. '

An analysis based on dN/dcos9, distributions is less than ldecl for
detecting possible cooperative behavior, particularly in a small sample. It
constrains events to fit an ellipsoidal shape, reduces the wealth of detail
In 4x exclusive data to just one parameter, and greatly Increases the
statistical weight of events with small 9,. Furthermore, 8, can be quite

2sensitive to Imperfections in nodel simulations. As an alternative, we

present 3-dlmenslonal plots of p - transverse proton and pion momenta
summed within bins of rapidity, y , and azimuth, 4, Apart from a loss of
resolution through binning, this prescription essentially preserves all the
Information contained In the original measurements. To coherently average
the plots over a number of eventa, we estimate the azimuth »b of the
reaction plane for each collision, and rotate the event through -*b about
the beam axis. *b can be estimated from the missing tranaverse momentum
vector for tracks with y e > >0, or from the *j value yielded by the
sphericity analysis; both methods give similar results.

Figure J shows the <Pt>(yc >•) plot, spanning all y c > valuea, for a•. e»- • •-• '' " " " 'cm *•*"••» r o r

tubsample of 20 events. (For the remainder of our sample, tracks which
clearly lay at y < 0 were not measured.) While there is evidence of the
expected forward-backward symmetry, the effects of target absorption and
lower detector efficiency for y < 0 arc alto apparent. We confine
quantitative comparisons with models to the forward hemisphere (Figure
4(a)). The predictions of Cugnon's cascade model, and of the statistical
explosion-evaporation code of Fal and Kandrup, are shown in Figure* 4(b)
and 4(c), respectively. The statistical code Incorporates phenomenologlcal

collective effects, but these are switched off in Figure 4(c); the azlsuthal
structure In this figure is partly the result of stetletlcal fluctuations
coherently aligned by the t rotation procedure, and partly due to angular
divergence of the incident beam (a small background effect which is
Incorporated In the streamer chamber filter). In the case of the cascade
simulation, additional atlmuthal correlations can arise as a result of
geometrical shadowing effects.9'11'16

Direct comparisons of the simulations in Flguree 4(b) and 4(c) with the
experimental data in Figure *(a) yield values of x per degree of freedom
>10 in both eases. However,'factors other than collective behavior probably
contribute to these large discrepancies. Chsnglng the flow psrameters of
the etatlatlcal model (see below) results In the projection <p_>(y) -
J<Pt>(ycaiv)dv remaining almost constant while the ezlmuthal structure

changea significantly - yet <P.Xy) for Figure 4(c) la markedly different
17

from experiment. To assess the statistical significance of the observed
azlmuthal correlations alone, x haa been recalculated by several methods

auch that dlfferencea In <p >(y) do not contribute, including renormaliilng

each <p > va • slice, and applying empirical corrections to the rapidities
t 2

of the simulated particles. The smallest resulting values of x /dof for the
two forward rapidity slices - 3.4 for cascade, 3.7 for the statistical model
- are still too large to be explained In terms of random fluctuations, x
valuee are no smaller If variables independent of particle identification
are used, I.e., pseudorapldlty "-In tanQ/2, where 6 is laboratory polar
angle, Instead of y , and number of particles Instead of p . Aaaumlng that
the cascade code adequately almulates shadowing and other relevant
nucleonttucleon effects, the additional collective flow observed In this
experiment is attributable to fluld-llke cooperative behavior.

18
The statistical code Incorporates two phenomenological collective

effects inspired by hydrodynamlcal model predictions: (i) a side-splash'
whereby n participant nuclton moving at an angle • to the event flow axis
has a collective cm momentum P cost (the flow axis lies at a cm polar angle
arctan/Kb /b)-l), where b la impact parameter); (11) a spectator
bounce-off Imparting • transverse momentum per nudeon P(/[4v(l-v)], where

v»b/b_ . loth collective effects must be Invoked to adequately
max >

parameterlie the observed 4 structure. In common with Plastic Ball results
for 0.4 A CeV Kb on Kb, our data art consistent with the atlmuthe of the
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slda-mplash and bounca-off being equal. TIM bast fit reduces x2/dof,
calculated as above, from 3.7 to l.l, and corresponds to P • 0.2110.03
OaV/e and P§ - 0.0710.02 GaV/c, while tha mtan value of tha t a n /(Ml-*)]
for tha slaulsted events is 0.8. Tha arrora quoted raflaet tha dispersion
arialnit from tba dlffaraat methods for Isolating the atlauthal correlations,
and froa tha different plot variables; the statistical errors ara several
tlaes aaaller. However, this analysis does not test the functional fora of
tha flow parameterization, and the generally poor agreement between the
statistical slaulatlon and experiment Halts the reliability of paraaeters
based on this coda.

The fitted collective parameters Indicate that the peak of dH/dcoiB1
should occur near 10°, a value consistent with the observed distribution In
Figure 2(a). Moreover, the dtf/dcosBj distributions for the statistical
model, both with and without tha fitted amount of collective flow, are
consistent with figure 2(«).

We conclude that our data, consisting of 41 high multiplicity
collisions of 0.9 A GeV U on U, show signs of incomplete nuclear atopplng
right up to aaiciaua multiplicity. As analysis in teras of 3<diMnstonal
plots of transverse aonentua versus ca rapidity and azlauthal angle shows
significant aslauthal correlations, indicative of collective flow. Cugnon'a
cascade simulation doss not reproduce these correlations. The widely used
flow angle methodology yields sn inconclusive result, indicating that flow
angles are reletively insensitive to collective flow under the conditions of
the present experiment.

We ere grateful to F. Lothrop, J. Brannlgan, and the entire Bevalac
staff for their tireless work. Ws elso wish to acknowledge the painstaking
efforts of the U. C. Riverside scanning team. Finally, our thanka to J.
Cugnon, C. Fat and J. Randrup for providing the event-generating codes, and
to P. Denlelewlct, M. Cyulassy and A. Poekancer for useful discussions*
This work was supported by the Nudesr Science Division of ths D. S.
Department of Energy.
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0.0 A GeV U on U

65 60 95
Multiplicity

It Utlo *. (or tl obiintd O.I A G*V uranium on uranium
events, aa a (unction of tha nuabes of detected charged particles
with rapidity y >0. Tha lower aolld c u m la tha <R> prediction
of Cugnaa'e ea*cada elauletlon, appropriately filtered. Tha uppar
solid curve llluatrataa tha affact of rtwnlac tha apaetator aattar.
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•o

0.9 A GaV U on U
experiment

(a)

I . I .

0.0 A GeV U on U

experiment

0 9 A GeV 0 on U
cascade
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Figure 3: Hot of <Pt><yeB,t), averaged

over a eubiaapla of 20 obeerved U on 0

eventi. lefore averaging! eech event m e

rotetcd about tha baa* axle to align lta

plena of preferred ealeelon along *•<). For

clarity, we have choaaa t»*0° to be at the

center of the ulauthal axle.

60

(degrees)

riCUU 2: (a) Flow antU dlitrlbutlo* (or tha 41 obMrrad hljh
Mltlpllelty I I H U avanta. (k) Corraapondlnt prediction (or 100
filtered aveata tenanted bjr Cutnon'e eateada eoa'e. The vertical
axa* are plotted tft arkltrarr unite.

(a)
experiment

1 CeV/c
/event

cascade

I CeV/c
/event

etattitlcal model

1 CeV/c
/event

FICUU *< (a) Flot of <Pt>(TCB.») for the

full Maple of 41 obiarvad event! (32*6

track! with J a >0). (b) <pt> plot for

Cugnoa'e caacade model (100 evtntt).

(e> <Pt> plot for the atatletlcal modal of

Fat and I .idrui (200 eventi), eleuming no

collective motion.


